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What is behind the producer's decision?
Producer's decision:

• maximize: Π = Pq − C(q)→ maxq

• subject to:

� P =constant (perfect competition)

� P = D−1 = P (q) (monopoly)

• We considered C(q) (cost function) given

Where does the cost function come from?
How can we generate the cost function?

• We can estimate it from accounting or statistical data

• We deduct it from a fundamental level (We follow this approach)

What do the cost functions depend on?

• Production technology

• The price of factor services or resources (raw materials, work, machinery, energy, etc.) (Remember:
the �rm does not own anything! So it buys, rents all factor services.)

De�nition 1. The �rm acts as a consumer (demand side) of factor services on the factor markets.

Note 1. The price of the factor services depend on their supply (we consider them as exogenous for now),
and on the power of the given �rm on the factor market.

Technology

• Technology set: The set of attainable input-output (a, q) combinations.

• The possible maximal output (total production) with a level of input: tpa ≡ q

• Average production: The quantity per unit of input: apa = q
a

• Marginal production: the change in quantity per unit change of input: mpa = ∆q
∆a ;mpa = dq

da
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• Production function (we assume it exists): The borderline of the technology set, i.e. the maximum
possible (e�cient) production with given level of input:

q ≡ Φ(a)

More inputs - one output
q ≡ Φ(a, b, c, . . .)

More inputs - more outputs:
q1 ≡ Φ1(a, b, c, . . .)

q2 ≡ Φ2(a, b, c, . . .)

q3 ≡ Φ3(a, b, c, . . .)

...

One input - one output

De�nition 2. The laws of diminishing returns: If the amount a of input A increases, with other inputs held
�xed, the rate of increase of total product q - that is the marginal product mpa - eventually begins to fall.
This is the point of diminishing marginal returns. As the input amount increases further, average product
apa also begins to fall. This is the point of diminishing average returns. And as use of input A rises further,
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even total product may fall. (An extreme overabundance of input A could be counterproductive.) This would
be the point of diminishing total returns.

• Total product function

• Average product

• Marginal product

Water input and onion crop, New Mexico 1995

Water Total product Average product Marginal product
(cm) (kg/ha) (per cm/of water) (at mid-interval)

86,8 39 665 457,0
475,4

109,1 50 267 460,7
343,3

131,3 57 888 440,9
192,5

153,5 62 162 405,0
123,6

175,7 64 906 369,4

Production function and costs
The prices of A,B,C, . . . inputs are given: ha, hb, hc, . . .

C ≡ haa+ hbb+ hcc+ c

C ≡ F + V ≡ F + haa
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Example 1. Let's assume that a ≡ a(q), pl.: q =
√
a

Taking its inverse: a ≡ a(q), azaz pl: a = q2

The cost function is: C ≡ F + haa(q),
so e.g.: C ≡ F + haq

2,

Marginal cost:

MC ≡ ∆C

∆q
≡ ha

∆a

∆q
≡ ha

1

∆a/∆q
≡ ha
mpa

dC

da
=
∂C (q(a))

∂q

dq

da
= ha

MC(q)mpa = ha

MC(q) =
ha
mpa

Average variable cost:

AV C ≡ V

q
≡ haa

q
≡ ha
q/a
≡ ha
apa

Average cost:

AC ≡ C

q
≡ F + V

q
≡ F

q
+

ha
apa
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Optimal use of inputs

De�nition 3. The value of the marginal product vmp for input A is the product price P times the marginal
product mpa:

vmpa = P ×mpa

Statement 1. If a �rm is a price-taker in both product and factor markets its optimal use of inputs is given
by the vmpa = ha equation.

Proof 1. For a �rm, which is price-taker in both product and factor markets Π = Pq−C(q), in the optimum
dΠ
dq = P −MC(q) = 0, so P = MC, and using the above conclusion MC(q) = ha

mpa
, so in the optimum

Pmpa = vmpa = ha.

Statement 2. For a �rm that is a price taker in both product and factor markets, the demand curve for a
single variable input A is the downward-sloping range along the vmpa curve.

Proof 2. The second order condition of the optimum is d2Π
dq2 = −dMC

dq < 0, so dMC
dq > 0, so in the optimum

dvmpa
dq = d(Pmpa)

dq = d(ha/MC(q))
dq = − ha

MC2
dMC
dq < 0.

Price-taking
Optimal decision for a price-taker �rm

De�nition 4. Marginal revenue product mrpa equals marginal revenue (MR) times physical margial product
(mpa):

mrpa = MR×mpa

Statement 3. So the optimal factor employment level of a factor-market price taking �rm is given by
mrpa = ha. The general factor employment condition.

Proof 3. Since for all factor-market price taking �rms, which are not necessarily price-takers on the product
market, Π = R(q) − C(q), in the optimum dΠ

dq = MR −MC(q) = 0, so MR = MC, and using the above

conclusion MC(q) = ha

mpa
, so in the optimum MRmpa = mrpa = ha.

Statement 4. For a �rm that faces a given hire-price ha, the optimal use of input A occurs wheremrpa = ha.
And since the �rm's demand curve for input A must satisfy the factor employment condition for every possible
hire-price ha, its demand curve for a single variable input A is the mrpa curve. (Except that if the mrpa
curve has and upward sloping branch, de demand curve consists only of the downward-sloping branch.)
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Monopolist in product market
The optimal factor employment for a �rm monopolist in product market.

Two inputs, one output
q = Φ(a, b, c, . . .)
For two inputs: q = Φ(a, b)

The projections C ′C ′, D′D′, E′E′ in the base plane of the previous diagram are shown here as isoquants
(curves of equal outputs) in a conour map, without the overlying vertical dimension. Each isoquant is
associated with a de�nite quantity of output (q0, q1, orq2)
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Total production curves

Total production curves
Partial production functions:

• q = Φ(a, b0) = Φ(a)|b0

• q = Φ(a0, b) = Φ(b)|a0

What is long run and what is short run? The de�nition cannot be based on real time:

• Heavy industry: 10 yeas vs. 2 years?

• Information technology: 2 years vs. 1 month?

De�nition 5. On the long quantities of all inputs, while on the short run the quantity of only one input can
be changed.

Note 2. If a production function has more than two inputs, more time periods can be de�ned.

Marginal product

Bushels of corn per acre (Q)
Nitrogen per acre (b) Number of plants per acre (a)

9000 12 000 15 000 18 000 21 000
0 50,6 54,2 53,5 48,5 39,2
50 78,7 85,9 88,8 87,5 81,9
100 94,4 105,3 111,9 114,2 112,2
150 88,9 107,1 121,0 130,6 135,9

mpa =
∂q

∂a
;mpb =

∂q

∂b
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• mpa: Increasing the quantity of input a, assuming that the quantity of input b is �xed, how much the
output changes.

• mpb: Increasing the quantity of input b, assuming that the quantity of input a is �xed, how much the
output changes.

Returns to scale

De�nition 6. Let's assume that we increase the quantity of both inputs by z so Φ(za, zb) = zkq. If outputs

• we call it decreasing returns to scale if the increase is less than qz so (k < 1)

• we call it increasing returns to scale if the increase is more than qz so (k > 1)

• we call it constant returns to scale if the increase is qz so (k = 1)

Cobb-Douglas production function

q = κaαbβ

Pl.:

Yt = AtK
α
t L

β
tN

γ
t

Agricultural production in Canada � Cobb�Douglas shares
Province Share of land Share of labor Share of capital

(γ) (β) (α)
Saskatehewan 0,2217 0,2954 0.4830
Quebec 0,1240 0,4308 0,4452
British Columbia 0.0956 0,6530 0.2514
Canada (Average) 0,1597 0,4138 0,4265

Special technologies

• Perfect substitutes (constant returns to scale): q = αa+ βb

• Perfect substitutes (decreasing returns to scale): q =
√
αa+ βb

• Perfect complements (constant returns to scale): q = min{αa;βb}

• Perfect complements (increasing returns to scale): q = (min{αa;βb})2
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Optimal production and factor use
The pro�t-maximizing strategy for a �rm that is price-taker in both factor and product markets, with

given factor and product prices:

• maximize: Π = Pq − (haa+ hbb)→ maxq,a,b

• subject to: q = Φ(a, b)

• Lagrange function: L = Pq − (haa+ hbb)− λ (q − Φ(a, b))

First order conditions:

• ∂L
∂a = −ha + λ∂Φ

∂a = 0

• ∂L
∂b = −hb + λ∂Φ

∂b = 0

• ∂L
∂q = P − λ = 0

• ∂L
∂λ = q − Φ(a, b) = 0

Substituting the third equation into the �rst two:

• Pmpa = ha

• Pmpb = hb

The solution (how much the �rm produces, and how much it uses from each inputs):

• a∗ = a(P, ha, hb) (the �rm's factor demand function)

• b∗ = b(P, ha, hb) (the �rm's factor demand function)

• q∗ = q(P, ha, hb) (the �rm's supply function)

• Π∗ = Π(P, ha, hb) (the �rm's pro�t function)

The geometry of short term (one input) optimization

• maximize: Π = Pq − (haa+ hbb0)→ maxq,a

• subject to: q = Φ(a, b0)

The isopro�t curve (set of input-output combinations that generate the same level of pro�t):

q =
Π + hbb0

P
+
ha
P
a

• Goal: To reach the highest level of isopro�t curve without leaving the given technology set.

• Tangency condition (the slope of the isopro�t equals the slope of the production function): ha

P = mpa

• Short term optimum: a∗, b0, q
∗
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The geometry of long term (two inputs)

De�nition 7. Marginal rate of substitution (MRSQ) (di�erent name: technical rate of substitution, TRS):
How much a unit increase in input a could change the quantity of input b without a�ecting the level of output
(the slope of the isoquant):

MRSQ ≡ −
∆b

∆a
|q

MRSQ ≡ −
db

da
|q ≡ C

Note 3. Total di�erential of the total production function:

dq =
∂Φ

∂a
da+

∂Φ

∂b
db

Along an isoquant the level of output does not change, so dq = 0, so rearranging the above equation:

−mpa
mpb

=
db

da
= MRSQ

• Cost of production: C = haa+ hbb

• Isocost corve (A set of inputs generating the same costs): b = C
hb
− ha

hb
a

• Goal: To reach the minimal cost (lowest isocost curve) with a given level of outcomes.

• Tangency condition (the slope of the isocost curve equals the slope of the isoquant curve):

ha
hb

= MRSQ =
mpa
mpb

• Optimum: a∗, b∗

Scale expansion path
Along any isocost line, the tangency with an output isoquant represents the largest output attainable at that cost.
Each such tangency shows the best factor proportions for that level of cost and output. The scale expansion path
(SEP) connects all these tangency positions.

Statement 5. factor balance equation: mpa
ha

= mpb
hb
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Cost minimizing and factor use
The cost-minimizing strategy for a �rm that is price-taker in the factor market, with given factor prices:

• minimize: C = (haa+ hbb)→ mina,b

• subject to: q̄ = Φ(a, b)

• Lagrange function: L = haa+ hbb− λ (q̄ − Φ(a, b))

First order condition:

• ∂L
∂a = ha + λ∂Φ

∂a = 0

• ∂L
∂b = hb + λ∂Φ

∂b = 0

• ∂L
∂λ = q̄ − Φ(a, b) = 0

The �rst two optimum condition:

• −λmpa = ha

• −λmpb = hb

Dividing them:

MRSQ = −ha
hb

The solution (how much the �rm uses from each inputs with given input prices and given level of output):

• a∗ = a(q, ha, hb) (the �rm's conditional factor-demand function)

• b∗ = b(q, ha, hb) (the �rm's conditional factor-demand function)

• C∗ = C(q, ha, hb) (the �rm's cost function)

Since ha and hb are given for a factor-market price-taking �rm but q is endogenous, hence cost fuction is
usually written in the already known form (and which can be further used to de�ne the other cost notions):

C(q, ha, hb) = C(q)

Only one of the inputs can be changed on the short run: q = Φ(a, b0). Cost-minimization then:

• minimize: C = (haa+ hbb0)→ mina
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• subject to: q̄ = Φ(a, b0)

From the second equation, using the inverted production function: a = Φ−1
b0

=̇f(q). Substituting this to
the �rst equation:

C(q) = haf(q) + hbb

The �rst part is the short term variable cost (which depends on the output): V C(q) = haf(q), and the
constant is the short term �xed cost: F = hbb0.

Factor demand

MC =
ha
mpa

=
hb
mpb

MC

MR
=

ha
mrpa

=
hb
mrpb

Statement 6. Conditions for optimal factor employment:(
mrpa = ha
mrpb = hb

)

Land use in Essex before and after the Black Death (mean acreage)
Date Arable Meadow Pasture Wood Total acreage (%)arable
1272�1307 243 8 11 7 269 90,2
1377�1399 164 10 28 14 216 76,1
1461�1485 143 16 30 20 209 68,4

Statement 7. Given either complementarity or anticomplementarity between inputs, the demand curve for
any input is �atter (more elastic) than the marginal revenue product curves. One important implication: the
employment of a variable input is more sensitive to hire-price changes in the long run, when the amounts of
the "�xed" factors can be varied.

Industry's demand for inputs
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Statement 8. After a fall in hire-price ha, industry wide output increases and so product price falls -
thus lessening the �rm's incentive to hire more of the cheapened input A. this product-price e�ect makes
the industry demand curve steeper. than the simple aggregate of the individual �rm demand curves for the
factor. On the other hand the entry-exit e�ect cuts in the opposite direction. A fall in ha increases �rm's
pro�ts, inducing new �rms to enter and thereby �attening the industry demand curve for input A.

Monopsony in the factor market

De�nition 8. Monopsony is a market structure where an actor (typically a �rm) is the only consumer on
the (typically factor) market.

De�nition 9. Since the �rm is not a price-taker, the marginal cost of the a input in case of factor market
monopsony is:

mfca =
∂C

∂a
= ha +

∂ha
∂a

Statement 9. Factor employment optimum in case of monopsony: mfca = mrpa
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Quality group Net mrp($) Salary($)

Hitters
Mediocre −30 000 17 200
Average 128 300 29 100
Star 319 000 52 100

Pitchers
Mediocre −10 600 15 700
Average 159 600 33 000
Star 405 300 66 800

Minimum wage regulation

Age group (%)low wage (%)employment change

Men
15�19 44,5 −15,6
20�24 14,2 −5,7
25�64 3,3 −2,4
65�69 14,0 −4,2

Women
15�19 51,8 −13,0
20�24 19,0 −4,2
25�64 8,8 −0,3
65�69 21,0 +3,1
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